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the heads of the two delegations, Mr. Bridgeman for Great
Britain and Mr. Gibson for the United States, concurring in
the firm opinion that the failure of the conference would
not undermine the friendship of the two countries and would
not inevitably lead to an arms race between them. Lord Cecil
had been Mr. Bridgeman's colleague at the conference and
had co-operated loyally throughout the proceedings. When
they were over, however, he let the nation know without
qualification   just   how   strongly   he   disapproved  of  the
Government's policy.   At the beginning of August he sent
in a letter of resignation from the Cabinet.    Mr. Baldwin
was away at the time touring Canada with the Prince of
Wales on the occasion of that Dominion's sixtieth anniver-
sary, so there was no immediate reply to Lord Cecil. As
soon as Mr. Baldwin got back Lord Cecil sent in his resig-
nation again, and insisted on its acceptance.   With the letter
he enclosed a minute which is one of the most outspoken
indictments of the British Government's foreign policy ever
composed from within the ring of responsibility.   There was
some hesitation before the Cabinet allowed it to be published,
and then Mr. Baldwin rushed in with a reply the same
evening.   The repercussions from Lord Cecil's actions were
felt for a long time, particularly in Geneva, but they were
not sufficient to shake the Conservatives out of power.
Sir Austen had stopped on the way at Paris, and on being
presented with a c golden book ' raised by public subscription,
took it as a token whereby he might pledge his troth and
asserted that he loved France ' as one loves a woman for her
defects as well as her qualities'.  No doubt this sentiment
sounded less extravagant in French than in English.   Its
effect was unfortunate;  even his  attempt to qualify his
passion by adding that in politics one could not be guided
by the heart did not wholly meet the situation.   By the time
he reached Geneva his political reputation was at a low ebb.
Most of the delegates were summing up Great Britain as
* the obstacle to disarmament*.   Sir Austen replied with
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